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Java Server Programming Java EE 5 (J2EE 1.5) Black BookDreamtech Press, 2008
Many bookstores offer numerous choices of books on Java Server Programming; however, most of these books are intricate and complex to grasp. So, what are your chances of picking up the right one? If this question has been troubling you, be rest assured now! This book, Java Server Programming: Java EE 5 (J2EE 1.5) Black Book, Platinum Edition, is a...
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Mastering Jakarta StrutsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A code-intensive guide to using the Jakarta Struts Framework to build Java Web applications
Developing Web applications with Java became considerably easier with the advent of JavaServer Pages (JSP) and servlets. Unfortunately, when used for large-scale applications, JSPs have been less successful–– they can become bloated with...
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Java Enterprise in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Nothing is as constant as change, and this is as true in  enterprise computing as anywhere else. With the recent release of Java 2  Enterprise Edition 1.4, developers are being called on to add even greater, more  complex levels of interconnectivity to their applications. 


To do this, Java developers...
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JBoss Tools 3 Developers GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
JBoss Tools consist of the best Java frameworks and technologies placed together under the same "roof". Discovering JBoss Tools is like exploring a cave; at first everything seems unknown and complicated, but once you become familiar with the main features of the Tools, you will start to feel at home.

This is the first book in...
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Core JavaServer Faces (Sun Microsystems Press Java Series)Premier Press, 2004
JavaServer Faces promises to bring rapid user-interface development to server-side Java. It allows developers to painlessly write server-side applications without worrying about the complexities of dealing with browsers and Web servers. It also automates low-level, boring details like control flow and moving code between web...
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Struts: The Complete Reference, 2nd Edition (Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2006
Start-to-Finish Coverage of Every Aspect of Struts 1.3

Build next-generation Java-based Web applications using Struts and the comprehensive information contained in this authoritative volume. Written by James Holmes, a committer on the Struts project, and fully updated to include the latest features of Struts 1.3, Struts: The...
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Jakarta Struts for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Reduce development time, increase maintainability, and take charge of your code
Find out how Jakarta Struts can support your pages and keep the Java hot!     

You’ll know more than beans about Jakarta Struts after you’ve spent a little time with this book! It’ll get you up and running with the popular open source...
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Core Servlets and Javaserver Pages: Advanced Technologies, Vol. 2 (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
Java EE is the technology of choice for e-commerce applications, interactive Web sites, and Web-enabled services. Servlet and JSP technology provides the link between Web clients and server-side applications on this platform. Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages, Volume 2: Advanced Technologies, Second Edition, is the...
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Hibernate QuicklyManning Publications, 2005
Hibernate is a solid, productive Object Relational Mapping (ORM) tool
that lets developers think and work with objects rather than tables and
columns. It has grown over the years, been used by many developers, and
has gone through three major versions. This book’s goal is to make you
productive with Hibernate.
...
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iBatis in ActionManning Publications, 2007
iBATIS in Action teaches Java developers and architects how to use the iBATIS framework to map relational databases to object-oriented programs. Written by the creator of iBATIS, this practical book presents patterns and solutions that readers can apply immediately.
 iBATIS in Action shows Java developers how to tackle the...
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Practical Ajax Projects with Java TechnologyApress, 2006
If you're a Java developer already versed in Ajax-style programming, and you want to take your knowledge to the next level, then this is the book for you. Practical Ajax Projects with Java Technology provides the ultimate learn-by-example experience, featuring seven complete example applications for you to learn from and then adapt for...
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Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2008
Spring addresses most aspects of Java/Java EE application development and offers simple solutions to them. By using Spring, you will be lead to use industry best practices to design and implement your applications. The releases of Spring 2.x have added many improvements and new features to the 1.x versions. Spring Recipes: A...
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